**ARM supplementary agenda 2022**

369. Motion 14 – AMENDMENT

Change designation of the motion from ‘UK’ to ‘England’.

370. Motion 16 – AMENDMENT

Change designation of the motion from ‘England’ to ‘UK’.

371. Motion 21 – AMENDMENT

In part i of the motion change ‘its’ to ‘the’ so part i of the motion now reads:

i) it is vital the UK governments make a fundamental change in direction to achieve the pledge of increasing healthy life expectancy;

372. Motion 26 – AMENDMENT

In the stem of the motion, change the words ‘paid by the local authority’ to ‘paid by the relevant authorities’ and in part iii change the words ‘local authorities’ to ‘relevant authorities’ so the motion now reads:

**Motion** by LONDON REGIONAL COUNCIL: That this meeting believes that there is a dwindling availability of pathologists to carry out post-mortem examinations at the request of Her Majesty’s Coroners in England and Wales. The vast majority of these autopsies are carried out by histopathologists (coroners’ pathologists). Most of the work for coroners is not usually conducted under their formal contracts or job plans, but independently. In order to avoid a complete collapse of the service and given that the fee for autopsy work, paid by the **relevant** authorities, has not increased in line with inflation over decades this meeting:-

i) demands that the UK Government names the government department to take responsibility for this part of the service;

ii) calls for the BMA to negotiate a substantial rise in the fees associated with coroners post-mortems in England and Wales;

iii) calls on the government to adequately fund this through the **relevant** authorities in England and Wales.

373. Motion 32 (ii) – ERRATUM (on page 24 of the appendices to the ARM agenda referred to in the motion)

In the appendices to the ARM agenda, appendix III, proposed changes to the junior doctors committee schedule, column 2 – members ex officio:

Replace the word ‘four’ with ‘five’ members elected to BMA council to represent junior doctors in the branch of practice seats.
374. Motion 53 – AMENDMENT
Change designation of the motion from ‘UK’ to ‘England’.

375. Motion 71 – ERRATA (on page 32 of the appendices to the ARM agenda referred to in the motion)
In the appendices to the ARM agenda, change ‘appendix V, subscriptions table’ to ‘appendix IV, subscriptions table’.
In the appendices to the ARM agenda, appendix IV, subscriptions table, amend the retired member definition so the description reads: ‘permanently and predominantly retired from all medical practice’

376. Motion 78 – AMENDMENT
In part i of the motion, change the words ‘demand and offer NICE guidance’ to ‘demand or offer NICE guidance’ so part i of the motion now reads:

i) immediately accept that services are not able to cope with demand or offer NICE guidance based mental health care to many who need it;

377. Motion 79 – ERRATUM
In part i of the motion change ‘are’ to ‘our’ so part i of the motion now reads:

i) maintain parity with our European neighbours on the length of time of undergraduate medical education;

378. Motion 82 – ERRATUM
Change the words “Situation Judgement Test” to “Situation Judgement Test”.

379. Motions 121 and 138 – ERRATA
The correct constituency for both motions 121 and 138 in the part 2 agenda should be ‘NORTH EAST LONDON DIVISION’.